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ABSTRACT
DATA AND CUMULATIVE RESIDUALS METHODOLOGY
A sample of 114 mergers made by randomly selected
bidders during 1962 to 1983 is classified by changes
in the product market opportunities of the bidder
firms. Multivariate regression analysis shows that
acquisitions which permit the bidder access to new
but related markets create the most value.

The mergers in this study were based on the random
sample of bidders used by Rumelt in his (1974, 1978)
studies. Rumelt randomly selected 100 Fortune 500
industrial companies in 1949, 1959 and 1969 and 50 of
th».se companies in 1974. An additional random sample
was taken of 100 Fortune 500 industrial companies in
1979 to include more mergers that occurred in the
late 1970s and early 1980s.

INTRODUCTION

These bidding firms made 114 acquisitions during
1962-1983 that possessed the following
characteristics:
(i)
both target and bidder appear on the CRSP
tapes;
(ii)
sufficient line of business data is
available for both target and bidder to
determine the following information for
each business unit: percentage of
corporate revenue contributed, the products
sold, and customers served.

An acquisition is a combination of the assets of
target and bidder firms. Value is created when these
assets are used more effectively by the combined firm
than by target and bidder separately. Thus, a system
of classifying acquisitions that measures the various
types of strategic fit between target and bidder
assets and the relative importance of different fits
will provide managers with a clearer idea of which
types of asset combinations create value and which do
not.

The necessary line of business data were obtained
through annual reports, prospectuses and Moody's
Industrial Manual.

Singh and Montgomery (1984) and Lubatkin (1984) both
study whether mergers with different strategic
characteristics create different returns for the
shareholders involved. While using different methods
of determining the strategic classification of
mergers, neither study examines asset combinations,
which are the building blocks of mergers. Both
studies assign a single strategic classification to a
merger, thus implicitly assuming that the same
qualitative fit applies to all of the assets of the
target and the bidder.

The abnormal returns to the stockholders involved in
a merger were estimated using the market model
employed by Dodd (1980):

(1)
where:

Because firms consist of a variety of contractually
bound assets, it is hard to pinpoint the sources of
value in a merger when a single category is used to
summarize all of the types of asset combinations that
exist in a merger. Even if a merger as a whole
creates value, certain combinations of assets may
destroy value.

Rjt - rate of return on stock j over
period t, t"l day;
Rjjt =• rate of return on value weighted
market portfolio over period t;
j
jt
j n t ;
£jt; " disturbance term of security j in
period t, E(£jt).o.

For each merger,o<.j andj^^j were derived by
estimating oCj and^j for both the acquiring and
acquired firms for a period of 250 trading days
ending approximately three months before the merger
press date.

In this paper a new method of classifying
acquisitions is tested which focuses on (i) how the
assets of the target fit with the assets of the
bidder, and (ii) how the assets of the target change
the product market opportunities of the bidder.

A prediction error for each firm j, PEJ^, was
calculated for each day around the date of the first
public announcement of the merger using the equation
P E - R f R

The following section discusses the data and the
methodology used to calculate residuals. The
strategic fit classification system is presented in
Section III. Hypotheses to be tested and the
regression model designed to test them will be
explained in Sections IV and V. Section VI will
discuss statistical results and Section VII will
present the conclusions.

Estimates of the value created by a given merger were
obtained by summing the PEjj (abnormal change in
the rate of return for stock j on day t) for the
acquiring firm over a three day period around each
merger announcement date to obtain a cumulative
prediction error. The change in the market value of
the equity of a given firm due to iserger was
determined by multiplying total market equity value
by the sum of the PEj^ (Aequity value/equity
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production, and (4) similar purpose served ln use.

value). A aornalized aeasure of the total value
created in the merger, NTVL, is defined by the
following expression:
bidder
target
"equity
value
value
target equity value •<• bidder equity value

Since a given strategic fit between two businesses
will create more value in an acquisition the larger
are the two businesses, businesses of target and
bidder firms are classified as major or minor. A
firm's major business unit Is defined to be that
business unit which contributes at least lOJI more
revenue than any of the other units. A firm can have
multiple major business units, provided that at least
one of its business units Is a minor business.

(2)

The date of first public announceaent is Identical to
the press date of Asquith (1983) and coasidered to be
the first day that a merger ruBor, discussion, tender
offer, proposal, agreement or understaadlng appears
in The Wall Street Journal (HSJ).

A strategic fit variable will equal one each time the
strategic fit it represents Is observed ln an
acquisition. If a particular fit is observed twice,
for instance, in an acquisition (i.e., two minor
target businesses identical to two minor bidder
businesses), the the corresponding dummy variable
will equal two.

THE ACQUISITION CLASSIFICAIION SYSTEM

The system of strategically classifying acquisitions
described here is based on the related-conplementary
and related-supple«entary concepts developed by
Salter and Weinhold (1979). A pure relatedcomplementary fit is vertical integration while a
pure related-supplementary fit Is horizontal
integration. A related-supplementary target business
provides the bidder primarily with access to new
customers and markets rather than with new assets or
products. Related-complementary target businesses
provide the bidder with new products, assets or
skills for product markets currently served by the
bidder rather than with access to new markets. Table
1 illustrates the four possible strategic fits
between a target and a bidder business.

Fits involving one major business receive a weight of
two and are weighted twice as heavily as minor/minor
fits while fits involving two major businesses
receive a weight of four.
HYPOTHESIS

The following hypothesis will be tested:
HI: The strategic fits between the businesses
of the bidder and the target in an
acquisition explain some of the variance in
the value created in mergers.
If this hypothesis is true, then the coefficients on
the strategic business fit variables in a regression
equation explaining the gains to merger should be
statistically significant from zero, and some should
differ statistically from others. This hypothesis
suggests that the capital markets use strategic fit
information to evaluate opportunities for the
acquiring firm to create value with the acquired
firm's assets when the merger is announced.

TABLE 1
Strategic fits Between a Target
and a Bidder Business

Related-Coapleaentary

Unrelated

new products

new products

•lallar customers

new customers

REGRESSION MODEL

The hypotheses discussed previously will be tested
using the following regression model:

Related-Supplementary

Identical
similar products

similar products

similar customers

new customers

NTVL • <=< + Z^]^ RS + /^2 J^f^^ + 1^3^ + /^4
KIV + ^ 6 EQF +/? 7 PER + /?8 DIVEST

(3)

where:
NTVL - normalized dollar value created by the
merger, sum of the value created for
target and bidder shareholders divided
by the sum of target equity and bidder
equity;
RS ~ weighted percentage of
related-supplementary strategic fits;
RCP - weighted percentage of
related-complementary strategic fits;
I - weighted percentage of Identical
strategic fits;
TIME ~ dummy variable equal to one If the
merger occurred after the passage of
the Williams Act in October 1969;
RIV ~ dummy variable equal to one if other
firms were also bidding for the target;
EQF ~ dummy variable equal to one If common
stock was used to finance the merger;

Serving new customers

Ways that an acquired business changes the productmarket opportunities of a bidder business

While the Judgment of the researcher is crucial ln
using this system, four concrete guidelines can be
used to analyze product markets, technology,
production and distribution channels in determining
whether and how businesses are related. If one
business is related to another, then at least three
of the following four criteria must be fulfilled:
(1) similar type of customers served, (2) similar
type of product sold, (3) similar technology used in
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PER - price earnings ratio of the target
firm divided by the price earnings
ratio of the bidder;
DIVEST " dummy variable equal to one if the
target firm, or a large portion
thereof, was subsequently divested.

day period surrounding, and including, the merger
press date. This three day time period produced
better statistical results than any of the thirteen
other time intervals that were tested in Shelton
(1985).

The dependent variable, NTVL, represents the dollar
gain created in an acquisition per dollar of equity
involved in the transaction and is derived using the
expression discussed earlier.

TABLE 2
Estimated Coefficients from Regression of
Announcement Period Returns for Target and Bidder
Combined on Weighted Strategic Fits between Target
and Bidder Businesses in 114 Acquisitions during
1962 to 1983
(t - statistics in parentheses)

Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983) and Schipper and
Thompson (1983) found that the Williams Act and other
regulations passed between July 1968 to October 1969,
which reduced the freedom of acquiring firms in
executing merger offers, reduced the gains to bidding
firms. To control for these changes, the TIME, or
Post-Williams Act, dummy will equals 1 for
acquisitions made after October 1969.

Dependent Variable - ( A in Bidder Equity + A in
Target Equity)/(Bidder Equity + Target Equity)
•eaeured over the following days:
t—1,0

The RIV variable indicates the presence of rival
firms involved in bidding for the target firm. The
existence of multiple bidders should l.ncrease the
gain to target shareholders via and auction effect.
However, if competitive bidding indicates that the
target firm has exceptionally good prospects for
creating value, i.e., either high quality assets or
very scarce assets, then the RIV variable will serve
as a proxy for value-creation potential not measured
by strategic fit.
The EQF variable is designed to capture the
additional uncertainty about the success of a merger
bid that may exist if the bidder issues or exchanges
equity to finance the merger rather than using cash.
Therefore, a small negative coefficient is expected.
If a merger is motivated by earnings manipulation
techniques rather than strategic fit, then the PER
variable would be significant and negative in
explaining the changes in value.
If an acquisition is divested by the acquiring firm
before the end of the sample period-1983, then the
strategic fits did not lend themselves to value
creation, the implementation was faulty or both. The
DIVEST dummy proides an ex-post test of the initial
market valuation of the acquisition, and should have
a negative coefficient.

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Table 2 shows that strategic fits are important in
determining the total gains created in acquisition.
As the proportion of related-supplementary fits in an
acquisition increases, more value is created.
Conversely, less value is created in acquisitions
with a high proportion of unrelated fits. No
statistically significant differences exist between
acquisitions with a high percentage of identical fits
and those with a high proportion of
related-complementary fits.

Independent
Variables
Constant (1)

-.007
(-.439)

X Weighted
Related Supplementary

.037
(1.82)

.051
(2.37)

X Weighted
Related Complementary

.027
(1.57)

.0291
(1.58)

X Weighted
Identical

.023
(1.03)

.0373
(1.58)

Divested

-.001
(-.062)

-.004
(-.31)

Equity
Financed

.007
(.438)

.0199
(1.21)

Rival
Bidders

.0283
(3.21)

.035
(3.75)

Target P-E
Ratio/Bidder
P-E Ratio

.001
(1.09)

.0016
(1.54)

Post-Williams
Act

-.016
(-2.05)

-.008
(-;983)

Adjusted R^

.107

.151

Mean of Dependent
Variable

.007

.003

t •• 0 Is day of first public announcement of merger
(1) Constant Incorporates the effect of X Weighted
Unrelated Fits

CONCLUSIONS

Since a merger often consists of various types of
asset combinations, the strategic fit system
presented here provides a more precise means of
measuring the value creation impact of these asset
combinations.

Mergers in which rival bidders were present yielded
increased gains to targets and bidders combined. The
presence of rival bidders seems to indicate that the
target being pursued has value-creation potential,
such as high quality assets, beyond that measured by,
the strategic fit categories.

Even though all types of related fits provide
opportunities to reduce marketing and production
costs, related-supplementary fits also provide
greater opportunities to use excess capacity in
managerial creativity. Managers can use identical
and related-complementary fits to strengthen or

Capital markets are highly efficient since strategic
fit information is promptly impounded in the stock
prices of bidder and target firms during the three
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consolidate a market position. Most of the assets
involved will continue to be used as they were
previously. Exceptions to the rule exist for
related-complementary fits, but in general,
consolidating a position in an existing market
requires less managerial vision than expanding into
new markets.

Economic Value. New York:
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With related-supplementary fits, managers can
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